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Peek A Boo
A delightful, hands-on book that uses the classic game of peek-a-boo to introduce Jesus as a loving and permanent companion in our lives.
The style of boxing, named peek-a-boo was developed by the great trainer Cus D'Amato in the middle of ?? century. Its main representatives
became such boxers-champions as Floyd Patterson, Jose Torres and Michael Tyson. This book is devoted to applied techniques of peek-aboo. Described attacking and defending techniques of this effective boxing style were revealed on the base of the biomechanical analysis of
movements by Patterson, Torrez and Tyson. All techniques are confirmed by a lot of photos of these boxers at a ring. The presented book
may be a visual manual of main techniques, used in peek-a-boo style.
Lift the flaps and play peek-a-boo with Joyce Wan's animals at the zoo! From the adorable world of Joyce Wan comes a sweet animal board
book filled with large lift-the-flaps! Join in on the classic game of peek-a-boo with a lion, a bear, and more zoo animals by lifting the flaps to
reveal each cute creature's joyful face. A perfect board book read aloud with a simple interactive component babies and toddlers will love.
Rhyming text invites young readers to find playful babies hiding behind bibs, toys, and shoes, while searching for smiling faces, bright eyes,
noses, and wiggly toes.
The unique die-cut holes on every page enable little ones to join in as a puppy and kitten play a game of hide-and-seek that takes them
throughout the house and outside
Lift the flaps to discover the animals being described.
Hello Kitty is ready to go trick-or-treating with Teddy, but Teddy is nowhere to be found.
Peek-a-boo cakes are all about fun, and this little book of sweet surprises is full of ideas for unforgettable celebrations. Surprise and delight
your family and guests with these delicious treats, which can be cut open to reveal a burst of colour or a distinctive shape - the perfect
birthday gesture for friends or loved ones. This recipe collection boasts a range of inventive takes on this brilliant idea, with great suggestions
for occasion cakes - try the Treasure Trove for a pirate birthday party, and the Christmas Snow cake for a gorgeous festive centrepiece.
Innovative design aside, you'll be savouring delectable flavours in cakes like the Pistachio, Raspberry and White Chocolate Chequerboard
and Carrot and Coconut Battenberg.

In Peek-a-Boo! Baby!, vivid photography of adorable baby faces matched with large lift-the-flaps make for an engaging first book
that's tons of fun for babies and their parents! Part of a new baby faces line, these sturdy, small board books are just-right for
curious little ones fascinated by other babies. By turning the page and lifting the sturdy flaps, babies can observe the faces of a
range of different children as they play a game of peek-a-boo! There are bright pictures and simple labels throughout the book,
which teaches emotions and other first words while reinforcing children's awareness of the expressive faces around them. With
rounded corners, irresistible lift-the-flaps, and bouncy rhyming text, this lightweight book is easy to handle and promotes language
development and develops hand-eye coordination. From Scholastic Early Learners THE name in early learning!
Each letter of the alphabet is accompanied by an appropriate illustration with a flap that opens to reveal an object beginning with
that letter.
Say peek-a-boo to everything in the icy land on your way to finding a playful penguin and a special, sparkly surprise in this lively
board book, ideal for developing hand-eye co-ordination and word recognition. A perfect first book for early readers!
The reader can look through die-cut pages for a visual clue to complete a game of peek-a-boo. Full color illustrations plus a mylar
mirror. 11 spreads.
Introduce little ones to famous works of art in this peek-through board book full of love and cuddles! I'll squeeze you close, and
trace your toes. Then kiss you on your tiny nose. I'll sketch your dreams and hold you tight, Then kiss your cheek and say
goodnight. Spark curiosity, joy, and learning with Peek-a-Boo Art and discover the perfect art introduction for every child and every
home. The perfect book for bedtime, baby showers, Valentine's Day, birthdays, and all throughout the year, this love-themed
board book provides a gentle look at some of the most beloved, accessible, and well-known artwork in history. Soothing text is
combined with vibrant colors and peek-through pages, and a die-cut on every spread hints at an exciting clue to the art on the next
page, keeping little ones (and caregivers!) engaged as each page becomes a magical, peek-through reveal. Light back matter
provides additional historical information about the featured artwork and artists, including Keith Haring, Mary Cassatt, Diego
Rivera, Henri Matisse, and more! Peek-a-Boo Art offers an exciting introduction to diverse pieces of artwork, builds creative
vocabulary, and celebrates the importance of imagination and art in young readers!
Kids will love playing peek-a-boo with a little girl in this cute book! Peek-a-boo baby, peek-a-boo you! Kitty's playing peek-a-boo,
why don't you play too? Join in the fun with curious Kitty and see who's hiding behind the cut-out holes. A pair of eyes peeks
through each page as Kitty finds out what a little girl is doing, including trying on shoes, eating cookies, and holding her baby
brother. The last spread reveals a mylar mirror! Kids will love playing peek-a-boo and revealing Jane Cabrera's adorable
illustrations!
Babies are invited to play peek-a-boo by lifting flaps to reveal rhyming words.
Lift the flaps in this interactive book to learn new animal words in Peek-a-Boo Animals.
The play pattern of peek-a-boo comes to life with this delightful lift-the-flap board book. Featuring extra-thick flaps perfect for little hands,
Winnie the Pooh and his friends will keep Baby engaged in hours of fun!
In this board book with die-cut pages, fairies dance and play in the sunlight.
More beloved novelty board books from Bestselling creator Sandra Magsamen! A heartfelt twist on the classic game of peek-a-boo! Who is
just cute as can be? Peek-a-boo, I love you! The sweetest baby in the world to me! Now with brand-new refreshed art, this bestselling
interactive novelty format with a plush heart on the cover and sturdy lift-the-flaps on each spread blends a heartfelt messages of love with a
sweet game of peek-a-boo. Little ones will squeal with delight when a surprise mirror reveals which little baby is loved most of all!
Baby bears, rabbits, owls, dogs, and other animals hide from their parents and then reappear.
Rhyming, illustrated text introduces a moose, an owl, a bear, a raccoon, and a beaver. Cover verso list common developmental
achievements for infants 6-12 months and suggestions for using the book.
A little chick looks for mama in this adorable, springtime peek-a-boo book that has soft, felt touch-and-feel flaps throughout! A little chick is
looking for mama! This sweet peek-a-boo book with felt flaps throughout will have young readers looking under the soft, easy-to-lift flaps to
help the little chick find mama!
It's Halloween and it's spooky tonight... Ghosts, goblins, and witches are ready to fright! Up high in the sky...oh, what could it be? Lift up the
flap, and then you will see! With playful rhymes and a lift-a-flap on each spread, young readers will love finding what "spooky" creature is
hiding under the flap.
Children will explore fun facts about different zoo animals with this colorful book featuring real photographs and sounds. Studies show that
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young learners find it easier to associate real-life animals to photographs than to illustrations. Did you know a family of lions is called a pride?
Or, that the cheetah is the fastest land animal. From a lion to a parrot, this book teaches children about all of their furry zoo friends! Other
books in the Photo Fun Fact Series includes: Monster Machines, Rescue Ready, and Barnyard Babies.
A mother seeking solace with her three children after a recent tragedy signs up for a group hiking and camping tour. But navigating the
difficult terrain is the least of the hikers' worries as the group soon finds they're being stalked by unseen predators.
This Delightful Book Will Charm The Very Young Child And The Emergent Reader As They Discover How Young Animals Play.
Stimulate a baby's developing vision and coordination with these bright and bold, high-contrast novelty board books. Babies are able to react
and respond to simple patterns and contrasting colours just a few weeks after being born. As their eyes develop, high-contrast shapes,
patterns and first friendly characters give newborns something simple to focus on, respond to and interact with. Moo Peek-a-Boo aids the
development of early coordination by encouraging babies to reach for the giant fold-out flaps to find out who is hiding underneath - peek-aboo! It also aids the development of their understanding of object permanence, which is when they realise that just because they can no
longer see something does not mean it has disappeared. Babies will react with delight as the pictures of favourite farmyard friends are
revealed, while the simple text prompts parent interaction. The perfect first book to share with your baby! Also available: Splish Splash, On
the Move, Funny Faces
An assortment of animals find all kinds of hiding places.
Learn new words and count little fish before bath time with this adorable book from the My First Book Collection featuring bright photographs.
Studies show that young learners find it easier to associate real-life photographs of objects than to illustrations. This book will be the perfect
learning tool for your little one! Rhyming words, simple text, and engaging artwork will encourage early literacy skills. Titles included in the My
First Book Series are: My First Book, My First Nursery Rhymes, and Peek-A-Boo!
In this third title in Nina Laden's Peek-a series, the classic game of peekaboo becomes spookily fun! Colorful pictures and lively, rhyming
text—featuring bats, jack-o'-lanterns, and ghosts galore—help children predict what is peeking through die-cut windows. Read the clue...guess
the rhyme...giggle wildly...and repeat!
Lift the flaps in this interactive book to learn new color words in Peek-a-Boo Colors.
In this board book with die-cut pages and rhyming text, a snowman is dug out from piles of fresh snow.

Various jungle animals hide behind their arms, which readers can open to discover the name of the animal that is playing
"Peek-a-boo."
A child is sent to bed with numerous terms of endearment, likening the child to a jewel, a little fox, a pearl, a little flower,
and a lamb.
Perfect for reading together, here's a series of stories and rhymes about the things children love -- fire engines, teddy
bears, trucks, dinosaurs, dolls, kittens, rabbits, and more. Lovable characters, compelling stories, and beautiful
illustrations make these books the ones children want to read over and over again.
Give a book instead of a card! Under the cover flap, write a personal note to the special little one. Adorable illustrations
and a read-aloud story will be a favorite. Embellished cover includes lift-a-flap for personalization Includes envelope and
seal Trade your greeting card for a board book keepsake!
A wonderful first lift-the-flap book - Peekaboo Moon from LadybirdPeekaboo Moon is a lovely first lift-the-flap book for
babies and young toddlers. Turn each page to find a baby hidden under a flap shaped like a toy or teddy. The sweet,
rhyming text is ideal for reading at bedtime, as it is all about sleepy babies. There is a mirror at the back of the book, so
baby can have the enjoyment of finding themselves in the picture! The classic game of peekaboo is brought to life in this
gorgeous book, perfect as a gift for babies and young children.Ladybird publishes the very best books for babies and
toddlers - colourful and engaging, they encourage early interaction with books and the wider world. Watch your little one
have fun and learn with Ladybird from their very first book until they start school.
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